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Sunday 12 October
After 24.5 hours to London I spend a night with cousin Molly and husband Murray.
This includes a trip to the 140 plus year old Grafton tennis Club of which Murray is
chairman.

Monday 13 October
After a delayed flight out of both London and Frankfurt I touch down in Marseilles to
be greeted by Steve. Steve, Karen and their three boys have taken a year off to live
near Aix en Provence in the South of France. The boys are attending an ex-pat school
there and after only 6 months have become quite fluent in French.

A visit to Marseilles reveals an old picturesque city with narrow streets packed with
small shops and restaurants. The buildings are very old and many have quite a lean
on. In some cases stays have been put in to hold them up. The port here has several
cruise liners docked for the day. At the end of the port fishermen sell their catch one
fish at a time. Not sure how they make a living as there are many more lookers than
buyers.

In the evening we visit Aix, built by the Romans, then surrounded by a wall, which
has since been replaced by a road. With a large fountain and avenue in the middle
surrounded by narrow lanes it too is a picturesque town. The many small shops all
have well-presented windows. We dine at a tiny restaurant with one guy cooking
and serving us some very tasty food.

Tuesday 14 October
We take a drive out to an aqueduct built 150 years ago to take water to Marseilles.
Still in use today it is an exact copy of one built by the Romans 2000 years ago. It is
an incredible piece of engineering.

We also visited an old tile factory that was used during world war two as a transit for
Jews bound for the concentration camps.
Wednesday 14 October
Steve and I took a drive to Cassis. After a walk along the cliffs admiring the expansive
views we headed down to the town for a lunch at one of the many harbourside
restaurants.

Thursday 16 October
Karen and friend arrived back from a few days in Italy. We had a good catch up,
sharing pizza picked up from what looked like a local house but was in fact a
restaurant.
Friday 17 October
Sylvia arrived from Singapore and we had a quick lunch with Steve and family before
they parted for Iceland. Very kindly they left us with their rather large house for the
weekend.

Please note Karen’s pink boots were stolen during a daring raid by the French Special
Forces police. See her blog catinmythroat.com
Saturday 18 October
We wander through the markets at Aix, then take a stroll up Mt St Victoire. We took
the easy way up compared with the climbers ascending the steep face on the other
side. Complete with church just below the summit and a monument on top it has
clear views in all directions.

Sunday 19 October
We took a drive north to Rognes, destroyed by an earthquake in 1909, since
abandoned and then rebuilt. We enjoyed lunch in the beautiful town of Lourmarin,
complete with castle, boutique shops and restaurants.

Monday 20 October
We take a trip into Marseilles to give Sylvia a quick look at the old town and the
waterfront. They have a giant mirrored canopy and a large cantilevered conference
center on the waterfront.

Then out to the airport to drop Sylvia off for her flight to Barcelona. I arrive at the Aix
en Provence TGV station early leaving plenty of time to drop the rental car off. The
TGV arrives early but leaves bang on time for what seems a slow trip to Marseilles.
There are lots of tunnels on the short trip.
There is a large crowd standing around at the station in Marseilles all looking at the
schedule board. The next train to Nice doesn't have a platform number up yet.

Shortly A comes up and the whole crowd heads for the platform. Heading down the
platform trying to work out which are the first class carriages I ask a French man if he
speaks any English - he shakes his head. Showing him my phone with de première
classe on (google translate) he points further up the train. I climb in to see a 2nd
class sign. After some searching I find the right car and there is the Frenchman facing
me a few seats down. I give him a smile and he looks away.
Heading east through cuttings and more tunnels we come out into scrubby country
with lots of houses amongst the trees. Soon we hit the coast and it's very pretty.

A train change in Nice then another in Ventimiglia on to a fast Italian train. Well it
sounded fast until we seemed to be stopped for a long time. There is an
announcement then people start getting off. Here we are at Diano Marina the
platform just down the line from a broken train. This is really quite funny, as I don't
have a clue what is going on. No English speakers here. A train rolls up - I follow the
gaggle on board. This one stops at every stop and a few other places getting into
Genova a long time after the connecting train to Pisa has gone. Lucky there is
another at midnight. There is even a bar open across the road for a pint and a pizza.
Tuesday 21 October
This station is old but once had character. I watch rats run along some ducting on the
other side of the track. The train arrives a few minutes late and eventually I find a
seat in a cabin with a couple of young Italian sisters on their way to Rome. The seats
seem to fold out into one big bed. At one stage the door slides open at speed and a
torch flashes around - it's the cops checking us out. In spite of there being no station
names visible from the carriage I manage to get off at Pisa.

I make my way to the very close-by-hotel. The Hotel Touring Pisa has a uniquely
small room and shower but it's clean and tidy with a comfortable bed. NZD87
including breakfast.
The Leaning Tower is something I dreamed about seeing as a kid and was
disappointed when they closed it for some years. What is really amazing is the
cathedral with its gold ceiling and huge, impressive oil paintings dating back to the
12th century. Next door to that is the Baptistry, a large stone dome with stairs
running between the walls up to a landing. While in here, a guy stepped up on the
pedestal in the middle and started singing, his voice echoing throughout the building
- quite a moving experience.

The buildings are not much like the boxes in southern France - some have arched
windows and more character.
In the afternoon I head to Florence. I put Florence in the rail app and get off the train
where it says to find the city quite different to what had been described!! I walk
down the road a little - still no change. Eight kms later I find the real Florence. The
church of Santa Maria and most attractions are closed, as it is now 5pm. This place is
truly fantastic with its sculptures and architecture. I visit the Medici Museum, which
had been someone's house with huge rooms, large artworks and tapestries. Strolling
the streets until dark I find something interesting around every corner.

Wednesday 22 October
At the Pisa station a flasher than usual train turns up. Having made myself
comfortable in first class the conductor turns up, takes one look at my first class
euro-rail pass and tells me it's not valid in Italy. After some discussion it turns out it is
but you have to book for this train in spite of the app saying you don't. In the end I
pay the man 18 euros and he is happy.
The train makes its way north along the coast through some pretty countryside and

picturesque villages. These guys must be really good at digging tunnels, as at times
we are underground for minutes at a time. Popping out to a seaside view before
heading underground again. We arrive at Genova in time to catch the next train to
Ventimiglia

The train ride Genova to Nice is even better with the train hugging the coast. On
each peninsula they have stacked houses looking like they are on top of each other,
in a lot of cases around a church. Their views must be stunning. I arrive in Nice and
check into the Hotel Oasis with one of the smallest showers I have come across.

A stroll along the waterfront reveals hundreds of lightly clad people enjoying the sun
on the shingle beach. At the east end of the beach is a small hill called Fort du Mount
Boron. I find a tunnel at the end of which is a lift to the top. Originally a fort built in
the 1600s it is a great place to view Nice from. A stroll through the old part of town
reveals more churches and lots of very well presented shops, bars and restaurants.
The presentation of shop windows in this part of the world is outstanding. Most of
the shops are quite small, specialized and well merchandised.

Thursday 23 October
At 7.25am sharp the TGV moves slowly out of the station at Nice. Someone is in my
seat so I grab one further back in the car. The trip takes in more coastline before
moving inland through vineyards, farms and scrub covered hills. Even in this area
houses are in clusters high on ridges.

At Toulon lots of people pile on and a young chap shows me his ticket and I presume
is telling me quite forcefully that I am in his seat. The guy in my seat is quite old so I
stand for the trip to Marseilles. I have heard so much about how fast these TVG
trains are supposed to be. I think someone forgot to tell the driver because this one
is really slow.
I arrive 25min late into Marseilles. Luckily the next train to Beziers is waiting on the
other side of the platform. Leaving 15 min late this train moves around the coast

through the industrial and refinery areas. Heading inland through some very tidy
farmland we speed up. A 40 min stop in Beziers and time to look around the gardens
and grab a sandwich. More large statues - there must be a lot of rich stonemasons in
France.

On to a less flash 'don't have to book' train here. Having down-loaded a speed app
we are moving at around 160kph. Arriving in Port Bou, Spain it's train change again
but I can't find one on the board going to Gerona. There I was supposed to change to
a fast train. I take my papers to the ticket office. There they guy explains in sign
language - as in crosses out the train from Gerona to Barcelona shakes his head and
smiles. He then draws lines, which indicate the Port Bou train goes all the way
through - Phew! It is going to take an hour plus longer.
When I hop aboard it’s a bit like an Auckland local train. Bang on time we leave and
are tracking along at 100k with frequent stops. We head inland through farmland
with lots of newly cultivated fields. It looks like every available flat paddock has been
plowed.
I arrive at Barcelona Sants railway station an hour or so late. Sylvia is there to meet
me and guide me back to the very nice Mercer hotel in the middle of old Barcelona.
The staff in this hotel are highly trained in service. There is a wall in the hotel that
dates back to 200AD.
We stroll down to a local tapas place where the food turns up as fast as McDonald's
but tastes great, as does the wine.

Friday 24 October
The hotel offers a fantastic large breakfast including Cava (Spanish bubbles), which
we decline until the last day. We stroll through the narrow streets heading north.
Most streets are busy with people going about their business. As in Aix, Pisa and Nice
every now and again we get a strong whiff of sewerage. There are lots of churches
here dating back hundreds of years. Some have lots of gold on the walls and ceilings
and others very little.

We head past a couple of Gaudi designed houses, which have large queues outside
waiting to check out the gaudiness. Eventually we come across the Sagrada Familia
designed by Gaudi in the 1870s/80s. Apparently when Gaudi qualified as an architect
someone said "who knows if we have given this diploma to a nut or to a genius time will tell." Although ugly from the outside and slightly better looking on the
inside, the structure is a real engineering feat. The construction has been going on
for over 120 years and is due to be finished in 2026, one hundred years after Gaudi's
death. He had a school built on the grounds in his style to educate the children of the
workers.

There are thousands of people in the main building all paying to see it. One would
presume it's paying its way.
Strolling southwest down Av. Diagonal we spot a large bullet, or phallic shaped
building depending on one’s interpretation. This turns out to be the Torre Agbar
building at around 140m high with approx 50,000sqm of floor space and over 4,000
louver windows for some poor bugger to clean. It is basically an office block.
However it does light up with lots of colours at night. Across the road is a funny
shaped canopy with a mirrored ceiling. This houses the local markets.

A stroll to the beach past a marina reveals lots of very big gin-palace type boats.
Restaurants line the side of the waterfront and the beach is packed with all shapes
and sizes.

Saturday 25 October
We took a local train out through a picturesque valley, which deepened into more of
a canyon. We stopped at Montserrat station and took the cable car up to what was
originally built as a monastery. Now it’s a huge complex encompassing many shops
and restaurants intermingled with the original church buildings. We took a stroll
through the church where thousands of candles had been lit, at a buck each, by the
many tourists visiting the place. The church has obviously found this practice good
for revenue gathering as there was even a candle passage that worked its way
through the side of the church.

We then discovered another level to this beautiful place, taking the funicular to the
top of a hill behind the church where the scenery was stunning with huge rock
formations scattered around the hill like monuments. Numerous climbers were
scaling the vertical cliffs behind the church and signposted walking trails seemed to
go in all directions.

While waiting for the train to return to Barcelona we were chatting about the
different languages on the signs (Spanish and Catalan) when a girl next to us told us
which was which. We got chatting. She was an engineer from the US here
supervising the production of molded petrol tanks at one of the many local car
manufacturers. She told us that she had taught English in China for a period after she
first graduated and that she was also a keen rock climber. To make it a really small
world it turned out she had been climbing in China with Sylvia’s daughter Beka and
her boyfriend Tom.
We enjoyed an evening meal at a superb restaurant in the hotel followed by
cocktails on the rooftop.
Sunday 26 October
We took another wander through the streets – one point of interest was a shop full
of hams. After lunch Sylvia headed off to the airport and later that evening I boarded
a train for Paris.

A few hours into the journey I changed trains into a sleeping car, arriving in Paris
around 6 in the morning.
Monday 27 October
While busy trying to work out the signs and the timetable for the train to Normandy I
managed to miss it but fortunately there was another one leaving 10 minutes later.
Mid-morning I picked up the rental car from Rouen and punched in the address of
the hotel, including postcode etc, I had booked. A couple of hours later, arriving at
the address in Martin Luther King St, there was no sign of the hotel. Eventually after
a lot of searching the internet I found the hotel some 80kms away on a different
Martin Luther King St.
Having got the hotel location sorted I headed down to Sword Beach for a late lunch
and a look at some local brochures to sort out a plan for the next couple of days.

Tuesday 28 October
After a brief visit to the Eisenhower Memorial Museum I head west 200km to La Val
Ygot.
Here is a semi intact V1 rocket station. I can recall my mother telling how she used to
see these flying over England. She was a range finder on an anti-aircraft battery
during WW2. She also spoke of how the spitfire pilots would fly alongside the
doodlebugs as they were called. They would tip their wing up and put them off
course so they exploded away from populated areas.

Most of the bunkers at the site are in a state of disrepair. By the size of the craters
nearby I presume damaged by large British bombs dropped on the place. There were
117 of these sites around this part of France.

From there I headed to Saint-Jouin-Bruneval. This is the site where British

commandos and engineers parachuted in and captured a German radar station to
get the vital parts from it. With these they were able to work out how to jam
German radar later in the war. This was a very daring raid using the Navy to extract
the troops afterwards.

Heading further east to the Batteries Du Mont Canisy, situated on a 110m hill at the
East end of the Normandy beaches; this place has spectacular views overlooking the
beach and extensive flat farmland to the east and south. All around the top of the
hill are small concrete bunkers called turbrok with their large gun emplacements at
the back of the flats on top. These are only a few metres apart and surrounded by
large craters, I presume from the 16-inch guns of the HMS Warspite and Ramillies.
These two ships were tasked with destroying German defenses along this part of the
coast. Seeing the craters made me wonder why they had placed the guns so close
together.

The drive back to Caen for the first part was along picturesque country lanes.
Wednesday 29 October
The Eisenhower Memorial Museum is really well set out taking one step by step
through the lead up and the events of World War 2. There are lots of films to watch
along the way. There is a very good section on the Normandy landings with building
walls, books and other objects with bullet holes in them. At the end there is a great
section on the Cold War. This includes a selection of training movies from the 1950s
on atomic warfare. The museum is built on top of the tunnel headquarters from
where the Germans ran their defensive campaign.

In the afternoon I join a guided tour run by the museum. Marianne a tour guide of
fine experience and good English was a bundle of knowledge.
Our first stop was Port Winston where the British built a huge harbor by floating
concrete pontoons over from England. These, some 18m tall, were sunk in position
then filled with concrete. This allowed supplies to be kept up to the troops advancing
somewhat slower than expected through the French countryside.

Stopping at various places we arrived at Omaha and the American Cemetery.
Thousands of soldiers are buried here, at one stage during the invasion they were
losing a man for every meter of ground taken. Each hedge is growing on a mound as
the land has sunk away over the years giving the Germans great cover and fire
positions.

Thursday 30 October
The drive from Caen to Rouen was easy until it came to finding the place to return
the rental car. After driving in an out of the railway station car park a couple of times
unable to find Avis, I parked the car in a park, took a photo and showed it to the guy
at the counter. He seemed happy. I hope I don't get a bill for a replacement car!!
Having by this time missed the train to Paris I was able to catch a later one that got
there in time for the Euro Star train to London.
The trip to London was a lot faster than 6-years ago as they have improved the track
so the train moves along at around 300k on both sides of the channel. Arriving at
Kings Cross it was only a short tube ride to Cousin Molly and husband Murray's place
at Clapham.
Friday 31 October
After a short bus ride I arrived at Whitehall to visit the war rooms. This is the place
Sir Winston Churchill and his team ran the Second World War Command from.
Luckily I had visited it before, as being school holidays it was packed. A catch up with
a couple of friends Evan and Matt at the Hereford Arms in Gloucester Road and the
day is over.

The war room and Churchill’s bedroom under Whitehall
Saturday 1 November

Around midday we set of to the midlands by train. An easy exercise when
accompanied by locals. Arriving by tube at Euston station I was amazed to see
hundreds of people standing looking at the info display boards. A couple of hours
later we are at Stafford. A short wait and Mollie’s sister Anne turned up from
Swansea. A short drive through country lanes, under and over the local canal takes
us to Paul and Margaret, cousins who are putting us up for the night.

Around 6 a rather small taxi turns up. To our surprise he manages to fit the six of us
in.
We are here at Lord Bradford's former house to celebrate the 21st birthday of Beth,
the daughter of Bernard and Jude whom are cousins. The venue is stunning to say
the least. Formally Lord Bradford's house it was given to the state as part of his

death duties. Now fully restored to its former glory with a large art collection, an
extensive library and Victorian toilets. Excellent staff ensure we all have a wonderful
evening. After a tasty meal and great speeches the dancing begins. I had a good
chance to chat with many people most of whom had known my mother Dilys.

Bernard

Beth and Jude

Mothers Cousin Mary 90+

Murray Molly Anne and I in the library at Lord Bradford’s pad

Before departing on Sunday after a morning stroll, we had lunch at a pub near the
station. As we were leaving the pub my mother’s cousin Mary, now in her 90's, took
my arm and said "I remember your mother and her friend biking in the rain past our
house. Your mother’s friend was struck and killed by lightning". She told me to be
careful.
Monday 3 November
Murray dropped me at Stockwell station to shorten the tube ride to Kings Cross. It
seemed in no time I was at Lille in France where a short stroll to another station had
me on a train to Paris. The train under the ditch travels considerably faster than it
did several years ago on my last trip.
Steve had taken the TGV from Aix to meet me in Paris. We met at the Hotel Caron de

Beaumarchais. Apparently run by a couple of gay guys. Their idea of two single beds
was a little different than ours. Just off the river and close to the Notre Dame it is
pretty handy to flash shops, great eating places and tourist attractions.
We took a bus southwest and between showers made our way up to the SacreCoeur. This is a huge church with a great view if one climbs the many steps to the
dome.

Great view of Paris, oops of Steve from up here.
We finished the day with a great meal at Café Louis Philippe down by the river
followed by a stroll around the many bars of which we checked a few out.
Tuesday 4 November
Steve and I took a stroll over to Notre Dame, a pretty impressive place. Built over a
few hundred years and a long time ago there must have been some very smart
engineers around back then.

A short taxi ride to the Nord station and I was on a fast train via Brussels to Cologne.
There is a train strike in Germany so I had to swap to a slow train, which followed the
Rhine River through Bonn to Koblenz. Like many railway stations in Europe there are
many platforms. After a considerable search I eventually found the platform with a
local train running upriver to Lorch. There are many castles along this part of the
Rhine, some derelict, many restored and still lived in.
My sister Rachel and her husband Edward were waiting for me at the station.
A drive up the valley and we arrived at their village of Wollmershied. Surrounded by
farmland and forest it is a very picturesque part of Germany. There are lots of small
villages in this area.
Wednesday 5 November
I took an early morning stroll through the woods to a nearby village. While walking
through the very tidy streets, one can smell the animals housed under the houses in
preparation for the cold winter.
Later that morning Rachel drove me to Koblenz where we visited the
Wehrtechnische Studiensammlung. This apparently means study of weapons
technologies. It by far the best weapons museum I have ever seen. There are tanks
and armored vehicles cut in half so one can walk through the middle and see the
inner workings. A huge collection including motorbikes, large guns, aircraft, rockets
and much more is located through the large hangers.
In another part of the building there are five floors of military small arms and
associated equipment. The oldest firearm dated back to 1100.

Later in the day we drove to Geisenheim to see Rachel and Edward’s son Tristan.
Tristan works there for an IT company.
That even we dined at a local village restaurant which had lamps mounted on old
shotguns.

Thursday 6 November
I took an early morning stroll through the woods and fields to Ransel to buy some
bread from the bakery there. Bread from this village bakery is delicious and well
worth the walk.

Originally I had intended to take the train and ferry all the way to Helsinki.
However due to the train strike no trains were running north of Hamburg and only
slow trains to there.
Heading down the river from Koblenz we made it as far as Bonn where the train
broke down. We were eventually herded onto another passing train. I asked a
passenger if this train was going to Hamburg and was told “no Berlin” so I hopped of
and approached a conductor who said “quick get back on” the bloody doors closed.
Running down the train I found a door still open as the train moved off.
Back on board I discovered we had to get off at Dortmud and change to another
train.
Making it to Hamburg early evening I checked in to the Bismarck hotel opposite the
station.
Taking an evening stroll I ended up in the red light district where women display
themselves in windows attempting to entice the passing males inside. Withdrawing
from that area I discovered a huge fare ground well lit up with dozens of rides and
thousands of people enjoying the atmosphere.

Friday 7 November
I took a harbor cruise. As it was past the tourist season the commentary was only in
German. Fortunately there was a bunch of bankers sitting with me one of whom had
been to NZ years ago. Monika interpreted the commentary for me. The port area is
huge with large and small industries functioning alongside the huge port area.
My mother was stationed in Hamburg for three years after the war and had often
outlined the devastation the city had suffered. When she first arrived there most of
the city was in ruins with the smell of dead bodies coming from the rubble.
There is no longer any sign of huge submarine penstocks they had there.

After the cruise I took a stroll down the water front and visited a Russian Submarine.
U434 was retired from the cold war days and is now on display to the public. It is
always interesting to see just how cramped these things are and appreciate the
discipline required to be a submariner.
Later I discovered a staircase descending 30 plus meters which lead to a pedestrian
tunnel over a km long which popped up on the other side of the river.
Strolling around, I found the cracked building in the picture above and checked out
the bar on the top floor. It had fantastic views of the city especially from the toilet.

Sunday 9 November
It's an early start and a 30-min train ride to the Hamburg airport. A small jet whisks
us off to Copenhagen where we change to a slightly bigger one. It breaks down on
the taxiway so we are towed back and quite quickly loaded onto another aircraft.
Arriving around noon in Helsinki I drop my bags at the Hotel Kamp and go for a stroll.
There are lots of statues around this neat and tidy town with trams still running and,
in winter, heated footpaths around the central part.
Later in the afternoon good friend Michael or "Sure Fire Mike”, as we often refer to
him, turns up. We head off to a bar to meet some Finnish Defense Force guys. After
a few beers and a bit of a catch up we head upstairs to a private room. There is a big
table and a fridge full of beer. Suddenly the guys start stripping off. They are having a
good laugh at me as I hadn't realized there is a sauna around the corner. In good
Finnish tradition we all pile in. Apparently just about every home and a lot of work
places have saunas in Finland.

We are privileged to be given a private tour of the Military History Museum. This
runs chronologically through over a hundred years of the military history of Finland.
Originally part of Sweden, they were then ruled by the Russians until 1917. Then
there was a winter war with the Russians in 1939, then occupation by the Germans
during WW2.

Many buildings here still show signs of the WWII Bombings

Sure Fire Michael
The next couple of days are spent visiting a few of Michael's customers and looking
around. One of the local gun shops had dozens of deactivated machine and sub
machine guns for sale.
Wednesday 12 November
Arriving at the Baltic air counter I am informed there is a 40-euro baggage fee about half the airfare. Mounting the Dash 8 turbo prop we are told to unfasten seat
belts while they refuel. A 45-min flight and we are landing in Riga, Latvia. A 30-min
bus ride to town alongside a local artist who guides me to the right stop and I am
suddenly in a very picturesque city.

There are some stunning buildings here and the people take pride in themselves.
There is a good view of the city from the 17th floor of the science building, not far
from the city center. Here too there are many statues. From what I see most of the
work is done manually, particularly in the many old buildings that are being
restored. A small grassy-banked river runs through the town with the fall leaves all
being raked up.

A bus ride and a 90-min flight on a Dash 8 and I am in Oslo. The Dash 8 while on the
ground had a loud almost cracking sound coming from above the ceiling. A
crewmember explained that it was a device to stop the plane from vibrating whilst in
the air!!!
With a bit of help from a nice lady from Belarus I arrived at the Oslo S train station.
As all the sleeping cars are booked the overnight trip north through Trondheim is a
little uncomfortable.
Thursday 13 November
Heading north out of Trondheim its 9am and the sun is just rising. For several hours
we pass through forest and very picturesque farmland. Large sheds accompany most
houses, which I presume house the stock. A lot of paddocks are plowed and large
plastic wrapped hay bales lie in others.

Three hours north of Trondheim near Grong Trondheim the temperature drops from
6 to 3 degrees and there is ice on the water’s edge and the odd patch of snow on the
hills.
Four hours north, the temperature is now 2 degrees, there is no sign of any farmland
and the tees are thinner and shorter. There are frozen waterfalls on the side of the
track. It's not long after noon and the sun is already low on the southwestern sky.

We pull in to Bodo around 5:30pm. It's been dark since before 4pm. The
temperature is -2. After checking into a hotel and dinner I take a stroll up a hill 4kms
south of the city center to view the northern lights. A local walking her dog points
out a knob to view them from. It's a little chilly, about -4 with a strong wind. I spend
3-hours hunkered down under a bush on the hill but no northern lights tonight. By
the time I walked back to the hotel I was warm again.
Friday 14 November
Bodo was badly bombed during WW2 and most of the houses were wiped out.
Prefabs were brought in from Sweden after the war and still exist today. I had an
interesting chat with Snorre, a violinist from Tromso up north. He explained that
when the Germans withdrew from northern Norway they burned every building
except churches. The people including his father and mother had to shelter in the
wild for many months.
Snorre also had a good knowledge about the Terpitz, which was Germany's largest
battleship. It was sunk in the fiords before it got out and did its stuff in the
Atlantic. My uncle Roger was one of the pilots who flew with the Fleet Air Arm and
was in some of the earlier bombing raids on it and I understand was decorated as a
result of the raid.
A visit to the aviation museum reveals a great display of both military and civilian
aircraft.
A supposedly 30-min bus trip out to Saltstraumen, "the world’s strongest
maelstrom”, gave me a good look at the local countryside. It took over an hour to get
there but was worth a look.

Catching the night train to Trondheim I am lucky to get a sleeper from the
conductor.
Saturday 15 November
It is getting light as we leave Trondheim on the journey south to Oslo. The railway
line runs through green farming valleys often surrounded by snow-covered hills. The
farm buildings are a lot larger down here with large numbers of hay bales often
stacked alongside the buildings or in paddocks close by. I did see one mob of sheep
and later some cows still outside. It's around 4 degrees C. We arrive in Oslo a little
after 3.
In the evening I catch up with Kevin, an ex UK Air Force chap who I met recently in
NZ. Kevin now works for a Norwegian company and lives near Oslo.
The waitress at the pub we ate at informed us that all the staff there were from
Sweden. She said that is the case in most eating places in Oslo. She explained how it
is very hard to find work in Sweden as the economy there is not good.
Sunday 16 November
Deciding a bit of exercise is needed, I go for a brisk stroll around the waterfront. The
construction going on around here is impressive. What look like hotels and
apartments on a large scale are being built.
I come to a road tunnel heading back in the city direction. With a wide footpath
leading into it I presume it is designed for pedestrians also. A few hundred meters in,
the footpath narrows but is still over a meter wide.
After a couple of kms it pops out near the city. About 500m out of the tunnel a police
van pulls up. Out jumps a guy and two very blond women. Apparently tunnels are
not for walking through here. They were very polite and after checking my ID they
even offered me a lift back to the hotel, which I politely declined. All the people I
have had contact with in Norway have been really polite and helpful.
There is a huge palace her - the King’s residence, surrounded by very friendly armed
soldiers.

There are many old buildings and statues around the central city.

I visit the local fort that dates back several hundred years. It includes a castle
complete with dungeon and royal family tomb. The Resistance Museum is really well
set out and explains the work done by the resistance fighters during WW2.

On the other side of the fortress is the military museum, which has weapons and
artifacts dating from the Vikings to the modern day.

A 25 min train ride brings me to the Holmenkollen ski jump, which is far higher and
steeper than it appears on TV.

Monday 17 November
Arriving at the platform, a rail-man tells me I need to catch a bus. So off I go to the
bus place. The bus-man says no bus go to platform 17. There the sign says Bergen
8:05am. Whew! Then the crowd starts to move and I follow. The Bergen train is now
platform five. A little example of training in Europe!
The train winds its way up farming valleys often alongside long narrow lakes. After
several hours we are at 990 metres and surrounded by snow. We stop at one station

and the conductor tells me there is only one person that lives there. We travel
through long tunnels and under avalanche shelters for 20 or so kilometers popping
out every now and then to be greeted by beautiful lakes and rivers.

Descending down the other side the valleys are steeper and the pine trees a
different variety. As we continue the valley walls turn to cliffs rising hundreds of
meters from the valley floor.
After checking into the terminus Hotel built in 1920, I take a stroll and find the
funicular. The views from up the hill are great, looking out over the city and beyond
to the many islands and waterways.
Parts of the town look like they are made from gingerbread, with old wooden
buildings all on a lean.

Tuesday 18 November
I take a brisk stroll up the hill past the funicular and out through the forest. This leads
to a small very dark coloured lake. Although there is no snow just now, one can see
why cross-country skiing is so popular here. There are lots of rolling hills, valleys and
one or two vertical cliffs.

Up the valley about 2kms is a cable car. The views from here are also spectacular. In
the cable car with me is a young guy with a reasonably big pack. I ask him if he is
staying the night on the hill. It turns out in his pack is a paraglider. He is flying back
down. He tells me he had flown up to 120kms in good weather conditions reaching
heights of 3000m.
At the top is a lovely restaurant. After a wander around I stop in for a wine and some
rather nice bread the chef has just made. Sitting at the next table are a group of
students from various parts of Norway. Bergen they tell me is a popular place to
study with all fees paid by the state. They do have to pay the living costs, some via a
student loan.

Wednesday 19 November
Having slept the night on the 8-hour train ride from Bergen, we pull out of Oslo bang
on time heading for Stockholm. This part of Sweden is very flat with lots of lakes and
waterways. Pine trees break up the endless farmland. Like Norway there are no
animals in the many fields. The houses are subtly different with a disproportionate
number painted mustard yellow.

Getting to Stockholm around 1:30pm I head to the Omena hotel. Having booked this
online and not read the fine print, I discover it is an unmanned hotel. I have been
sent a pass code and room number. I can't check in until 4pm. Picking up a phone by
the door I speak to a helpful lady in Finland who checks with the cleaners, activates
the door code and in I go. The same code does all the doors you need. The room has
a modular shower/ toilet unit. Basic and comfortable. A good concept.
A stroll around the town reveals a huge number of shops with excellent window
displays. The place is really busy. With a population of around eight hundred
thousand it's hard to understand how all these shops survive. A stroll down the end
of the Main Street reveals the old part of town with its narrow streets and small
well-stocked shops. Down the bottom of town I pop into a restaurant. Apparently
the oldest one in town. It’s been around since 1400 but has moved several times.

I stroll back to the hotel around 8 and the Main Street is still packed with shoppers.
There are more beggars on the streets here, wrapped up warm and shaking paper
cups extracting money from the passers-by.
Thursday 20 November
At 8am a stroll around the city reveals a bustling place with traffic flowing freely and
lots of pedestrians and cyclists. The beggars are on the job, sometimes sitting
opposite each other on the footpath so they get the people going both ways. The
town is made up of islands linked by nice bridges catering well for pedestrians and
cyclists.

The train trip to Malmo is similar to the previous day from Oslo.
A short stroll from the station to the hotel to meet Sure Fire Mike.
That night we have a good catch up over a few drinks and an elk burger at a local
restaurant.
Friday 21 November
A morning stroll along the river revels a tidy town with well-kept buildings.
A chat to a local woman on her way to work tells a different story. She explained that
she feels really unsafe in the city as there are many murders and drug crimes mainly
associated with gangs of immigrants.
Mid-morning Aimpoint Eric turns up with my good mate Dave from NZ. Dave has
been in Sweden for a week or so taking part in a Boar and Moose shoot run by
Aimpoint. Aimpoint is a large manufacturer of, and world leader in, red dot
technology for gun sights. With them is also Louis from South Africa and Torbjorn
formally Sweden’s strongest man. We drive an hour or so north visiting a gun parts
manufacturer on the way. Eric has organized a room for Mike and I in a motel next to
a golf course.
That evening we go to Eric’s house for dinner, which Dave (being a bit of an expert in
the kitchen) prepares. Over dinner we hear the stories of the previous few days boar
and moose hunts. Everyone did well on the boar but not so well on the moose. Over
here the boars are driven by beaters and shot from stands or stationery positions.

Dave

Mike

Eric and wife Mila

Louis

Torbjorn

Saturday 22 November
It’s duck shooting day. Eric picks us up and drives us to a rather nice farm with lots of
old tidy buildings.
We mount a trailer hooked on the back of a tractor and head off down the road. It
looks a bit like a funeral procession with numerous cars following us carrying beaters
and retriever people and their dogs.
Duck shooting is carried out a bit differently here than in NZ. We are lead forward to
different positions around the pond, 15 to 25 meters from the water. Behind us
stand retriever people with their dogs. The beaters go to the pond edge. The horn
sounds, dogs bark and up go the ducks, some of which fall from the sky as they make
their escape.
It’s getting near the end of the season and some of the ducks have worked out that if
the stay on the water of fly low they get to live. The beaters work hard to chase the
last ones off the water. One duck is so low it flies right at one of the shooters who
had to duck out of the way. We shoot several ponds having a really great time. The
beaters and retrievers are all volunteers who use this as an opportunity to test their
dogs.
It’s truly a fun day out.

Where are the plus fours Dave.

We got a few ducks

That night a great dinner was put on by Eric and his team in one of the farm
buildings.
Sunday 23 November
Eric picked Michael and I up and dropped us at the Copenhagen Airport where
Michael headed back to the USA. Eventually finding a train going the right way I
headed into town and checked into a small hotel.
During a boat tour around the harbour area I was informed by the tour guide that
Denmark has the fifth largest land mass - that is when they include Greenland. They
had the world’s first military navy. After joining forces with Napoleon and having a
crack at the British navy which they lost the country was given to Sweden for a
hundred odd years.

A stroll around the city revealed lots of nice shop windows and a fun park all
decorated and lit up I presume ready for Christmas.

Monday 24 November.
A rather old SAS Boeing took me to Washington DC. Michael picked me up at the
airport for the long drive to his house in Virginia. I went out for a stroll around the
area which revealed a mix of large expansive homes in one block to rather run down
flats in the next.

Michael, his wife Paula and I enjoyed a dinner at a local Mexican restaurant.
Tuesday 25 November
I took a train into Washington DC paying a visit to a friend Duncan who is working at
the NZ Embassy.

Next stop was the Smithsonian space Museum, an easy place to while away a day.

In the evening Michael prepared a rather tasty BBQ. His brother Eric also joined us
and we had a great catch up.
Wednesday 26 November
Michael took me for a drive out into the countryside to where his father Bob has a
small farm. It was great to catch up with Bob who I had first met a couple of years
ago. We even got a chance to go down the paddock and fire a few guns, one of
which was the FN 5.7 pistol.
Bob who is a very experienced marksman had been having a problem with stray dogs
attacking his sheep. Needless to say he solved the problem.

After lunch I caught the train to Baltimore. Arriving at the Station there I decided to
walk the few kms into town following the route on my iPhone map. I ended up going
through quite a dodgy area where lots of people were just sitting around on
doorsteps of boarded up buildings watching me walk by.
Eventually arriving in town the hotel was nice with a great view into a local stadium.
The waterfront has been quite well done up with lots of restaurants and things to
do.

Thursday 27 November.
Good friends Chris and Hailey and kids came and picked me up and drove me back to
Carlyle in Philadelphia where Chris is studying for a year at the Military collage there.
We spent a couple of days relaxing and catching up which was a great way to end a
couple of months on the road before embarking on the flight back to NZ.

